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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The layup sequence in a composite laminate greatly effects its properties. If one ply is 
misaligned in the layup sequence, it can result in the part being rejected and discarded. At 
the present time, most manufacturers cut a small coupon from the waste edge and use a 
microscope to optically verify the ply orientations on critical parts. This can add a substantial 
cost to the product since the test is both labor intensive and performed after the part is cured. 
A nondestructive teclmique which could be used to test the part after curing and require less 
time than the optical test would be very beneficial, and one that could be performed prior to 
curing would be extremely desirable. Preliminary tests demonstrate a high probability that 
the model and tests developed in this thesis can be used for characterizing uncured layups as 
well. 
Related Research - Electromagnetic 
A nondestructive method utilizing a 4 GHz microwave was developed by Urabe and 
Yomoda [1][2] to determine the fiber orientation in a unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic (CFRP). This method is based on the electrical anisotropy in the orthotropic 
directions of a unidirectional laminate, with the principal direction aligned with the direction 
of the fibers. For this method, an incident standing wave is projected into the sample at a 
given orientation. The differences between the received signals, one with the receiving unit 
polarized horizontally and one with the receiving unit polarized vertically with respect to the 
apparatus, were used to determine the fiber orientation in samples constructed from two to 
eight plies of prepreg tape. Effects of misorienting one ply in unidirectional samples 
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constructed from five plies of prepreg tape with the center ply misoriented were also 
presented in these studies. 
Urabe [3] also conducted research using a 35 GHz microwave to determine fiber 
orientation in carbon fiber reinforced plastics. For this setup, a rotatable wave guide was 
used to orient the polarization of the incident wave and a second rotator was positioned with 
the same orientation on the other side of the test specimen. Both rotators were then rotated 
simultaneously and the received amplitudes were plotted. Again, this test proved successful 
at determining the fiber orientation in a thin unidirectional laminate and a single ply error for 
laminates constructed from five plies with the center ply misoriented. 
Related Research - Ultrasonic 
The interaction of ultrasonic shear waves with thick composite laminates has been 
researched by Komsky, Daniel, and Lee [ 4]. This research studied the transmission of shear 
waves through laminates with both the transmitter and receiver aligned and fixed at 45° with 
respect to the fiber directions in the outer layers of the sample. The samples were constructed 
by coupling three (0/9/0), four (0/9/$/0), and five (0/9/$/9/0) unidirectional layers to form a 
laminate. Each layer was fabricated from 16 plies of prepreg tape. Results of the 
experiments showed that changing the layer orientations for 9 and $ in the laminate caused a 
direct effect on the received signal shape and amplitude. A layer-by-layer vector 
decomposition model was presented to theoretically explain the interaction of shear waves as 
they propagated through the laminate, but no simulated results were given for the samples 
tested. 
Further studies were performed on thick composite laminates by Komsky, Zgonc, and 
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Daniel [5]. In this research, laminates of the series (032/8&'032) and (032/8&'cp&'032) were 
constructed by stacking unidirectional layers and were tested utilizing through transmission 
of ultrasonic shear waves with the transmitter and receiver polarized parallel and oriented at 
45° to the fibers in the outer plies. Results were presented showing the variation of received 
signal due to changing the orientations of the inner plies. Results for a neural network which 
was developed and successfully used to predict the layer orientation for a three layer laminate 
with the sequence (032/8d032) were also presented. 
Previous work by Hsu and Margetan [ 6] demonstrated that ultrasonic shear waves can 
be used to determine the ratios of0° and 90° plies in a [(00/90m)x]y laminate. The study also 
showed that for this family of layup sequences, the laminate can be viewed as a 
homogeneous, orthotropic plate and a received signal can be synthesized from two 
experimentally measured signals by performing a single vector decomposition on the plate. 
To accomplish this, one signal is obtained by aligning the polarization of both transducers 
along the 0° axis of the laminate and digitally capturing the wave form. This signal is then 
denoted as Ax. The other signal is then captured with both transducers aligned along the 90° 
axis and is denoted as A v. Two synthesized signals can then be calculated from: 
1. A(S)u = Ax cos29 + Av sin29 when the transmitter and receiver axes are aligned, 
i.e. the receiver's polarization is parallel to the transmitter's polarization, Fig. 1.1, 
and 
2. A(S).L = (Av- Ax) cos9 sinS when the transmitter and receiver axes are crossed, 
i.e. the receiver's polarization is oriented at 90° with respect to the transmitter's 
polarization, Fig 1.2, 
where 9 is the angle of the transmitter with respect to the 0° axis of the laminate. 
t 
Aligned 90~0--------------~ 
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Figure 1.1 : Aligned transducers. 
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Figure 1.2: Crossed transducers. 
Current Research - Ultrasonic 
Hsu and Margetan' s research and the similarity between ultrasonic shear waves 
propagating through a composite laminate and polarized light transmitted through non cubic 
crystals [7] inspired the research covered in this M.S. thesis. To accomplish this, the author 
developed, reduced, and implemented a novel ply-by-ply vector decomposition model for 
composite laminates fabricated from unidirectional plies. 
This model decomposes the transmission of a linearly polarized ultrasonic shear wave 
into orthogonal components through each ply of a laminate. The input to the first ply is 
decomposed into one component which propagates through the first ply parallel to the fibers 
and one component which propagates through the first ply perpendicular to the fibers. These 
two components then become input for the second ply, where each one is then decomposed 
into components parallel and perpendicular to the fibers in the second ply. This process 
continues for all remaining plies in the laminate. After all of the components have been 
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decomposed and have propagated through the last ply in the laminate, the components are 
projected onto the axis of the receiver and are combined to predict a received signal. The 
model is general and applies to any layup produced from plies with orthogonal properties. 
The development of the theoretical ply-by-ply vector decomposition model, derhed in 
Chapter 2, into a functional model yielded the final form of the reduced model. This reduced 
model was first validated by testing it with 24 ply unidirectional laminates then a computer 
code was written to apply it to laminates with general layup sequences. This allowed the 
comparison of experimental results and simulated results, predicted by the model, for the 
laminates tested. 
A new technique for determining ply orientation errors and sequencing errors in a 
composite laminate using through transmission of shear waves is also presented. This 
technique is referred to as the null test since the test is performed with the transducers in a 
crossed arrangement and the received signal will be zero when it is applied to an isotropic 
material. The test is performed by rotating the transducers and plotting the peak-to-peak 
amplitude as a function of the transmitter orientation. Simulated and experimental results are 
presented for laminates fabricated from 24 plies which confirm the high sensitivity inherent 
to the null test to detect a single ply orientation error. Experimental results are given which 
demonstrate the sensitivity of the null test to detect a single ply error in a laminate fabricated 
using 48 plies. The null test was also successfully used to detect sequencing errors for 
symmetric and non-symmetric laminates about the mid plane, i. e. [(0/45/90/-45)3]s versus 
[(0/45/90/-45)6]T. 
Preliminary studies in possible areas for future research are also presented. The inverse 
problem, i. e. determining fiber direction from a set of received signals, was successfully 
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solved for a 24 ply unidirectional laminate. A novel technique used to graphically display an 
entire set of received signals as a function of time of flight and transmitter orientation is 
presented. This technique is referred to as fmgerprinting. Simulated examples of laminate 
fingerprints for 24 ply laminates demonstrate the applicability of the fmgerprinting method to 
detect single ply errors and sequencing errors. 
Shear ultrasonic waves require a highly viscous couplant between the transducer and 
the test piece. The usual shear wave couplant is burnt honey; unfortunately, it is very 
difficult to maintain a consistent property for burnt honey. Due to the inconsistency of the 
couplant from test to test, experimental measurement results could not be duplicated with a 
high degree of quantitative reproducibility. However, they do possess a high degree of 
qualitative correlation from test to test. Therefore, most of the results given in this thesis are 
semi-quantitative. Prior to understanding possible sources for errors for both the 
experimental results and the simulated results, it is first necessary to understand the 
development of the theoretical ply-by-ply vector decomposition. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE THEORETICAL MODEL 
The following method was developed to utilize ultrasonic shear waves to characterize 
the layup sequence of graphite/epoxy composite plates constructed of unidirectional plies. 
This model uses the features that the shear waves used are linearly polarized and that a 
unidirectional graphite/epoxy ply has distinct properties in orthogonal directions. Applying 
these two characteristics, a through transmitted wave can be modeled as a time varying vector 
which propagates through each ply in two components, one component parallel and one 
component perpendicular to the fibers. The ply-by-ply vector decomposition model tracks 
the amplitude and time shift of each discrete component through each lamina of a laminate as 
the shear wave propagates through the thickness. 
Definitions of Terms Used 
Before proceeding with the derivation of the model, some conventions and symbols 
must be defined. A reference axis which defines the zero degree (0°) orientation for the plate 
is frrst assigned. The orientations of the transducers and plies are measured with respect to 
this reference axis and a positive angle is defined by a counter clockwise rotation. Symbols 
used for the model are as follows: 
1. N is the total number of plies in the plate. 
2. 8T is the orientation of the transmitter axis. 
3. 8i is the orientation of the ith ply. 
4. 8R is the orientation of the receiver axis. 
5. L\8i's are the orientation changes at each interface, eg., L\82 = 82 - 8 1 
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6. Sr is the shear wave at the transmitter. 
7. SR is the received shear wave at the receiver. 
8. e·ai(hi) is the attenuation for the waves polarized parallel to the fibers in the ith ply. 
9. e·fli(hi) is the attenuation for the waves polarized perpendicular to the fibers in the 
ithply. 
10. e·r(tt) and e·r(tr) are the signal attenuations in the couplant layers. 
11. fij(O) is a signal reduction factor which includes all losses other than attenuation. 
12. L\t is the total time shift of each component of the signal. 
13. va, vp, and v1 are the wave velocities when the component is polarized parallel 
to the fibers, perpendicular to the fibers, and propagating through the couplant. 
In the above attenuations, ai, ~i, and y are the attenuation coefficients, (hi) is the 
thickness of the ith ply, and (tt) and (tr) are the couplant thicknesses at the transmitter and 
receiver, respectively. Losses due to beam spreading and interface losses, which depend on 
the ply to ply orientations and thicknesses, are included in the fij(8) signal reduction factor. 
The "i" index designates the ith ply for which the component is exiting, and the ''j" index 
indicates whether the component is being transformed from parallel to parallel G= 1 ), 
perpendicular to perpendicular G=2), parallel to perpendicular G=3), or perpendicular to 
parallel G=4) with respect to the projection from the fibers of the ith ply to the fibers of the 
ith+ 1 ply. The ply-by-ply vector decomposition model can now be derived. 
Decomposition Through First Ply 
An ultrasonic shear wave pulse, Sr, is generated by the transmitter at an angle 9r to the 
reference axis and propagates through the couplant to the face of the first ply, Fig 2.la. The 
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Input and decomposition for 151 ply. 
(a) 
Output from 1st ply. 
Stn = Sre-r(tt)e-at(ht)ft,t(O)cos(L\9t) 
St.L = Sre-r<tt)e-131 (h1)ft,2(o)sin(L\9t) 
/at 
(b) 
Figure 2.1: Vector decomposition through the first ply. 
shear wave now has the amplitude Sre-r(tt) due to the signal attenuation of the couplant, and a 
~ time shift equal to the thickness of the couplant divided by the wave velocity through the 
couplant. This signal is then decomposed into two components through the angle L\91 = 91 91 
in directions parallel and perpendicular to the fibers in tlie first ply. These two components 
then propagate through the first ply and are reduced by their respective attenuation, interface, 
and beam spreading losses, Fig. 2.1 b. Time shifts of the two components, caused by the fact 
that va and vp are not equal, are tabulated along with the magnitude changes due to losses in 
lieu of the typical phase term e-ikx. New values and time shifts for each component are now 
given by Eq. (2.1). 
Parallel Component exiting 1st ply: (2.1) 
@ [at= (tt)/ v1 + (ht)l va] 
Perpendicular Component exiting 1st ply: 
Sre -r<tt> e -!3 1 (h 1 )ft ,2( o )sin( ae t) @ (at= (tt)/ Vy + (ht)/ Vp) 
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Decomposition Through Second Ply 
As these two components enter the second ply, with the fibers oriented at 92, each one 
will contribute two more components if angle 82 does not equal angle 9 1• The components 
are projected onto the second ply, reduced by losses, and experience another time shift as 
they propagate into and through the second ply as shown in Fig. 2.2. Note that each 
component must retain its corresponding time shift through the calculation in Eq (2.2). 
Parallel Components exiting 2nd ply: (2.2) 
STe·y(tt) * 
{ e -a 1 (h 1 )e -a2(h2)f1,1 (0)f2,1 ( O)cos( .!\9 I )cos( .!\82) @ [.!\t = {tt)/v1 + {ht)lva + (h2)/ Va] 
+ e·PI(hi)e-a2(h2)f1,2(o)f2,4(o)sin(.!\9t)sin(A92)} @ [.!\t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)f Vp + (h2)/ Va] 
Perpendicular Components exiting 2nd ply: 
STe·y(tt) * 
{ e·P I(hi)e-P2Ch2) ft,2(o)f2,2(o)sin(.!\9t )cos(A82) @ (.!\t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)f Vp + (h2)/ Vp] 
-e-a1(hi >e-P2(h2)f1,1 (o)f2,3(o)cos(.!\9t)sin(A92)} @ [ .!\t = (tt)/ v1 + (ht)l Va + (h2)/ vp] 
Decomposition Through Remaining Plies 
This process continues in the same manner for subsequent plies according to the 
following rules: 
1. To decompose a parallel component exiting the ith -1 ply into a parallel component 
entering the ith ply and to account for the changes in the new component as it 
propagates through the ith ply polarized parallel to the fibers: 
a. Multiply the entering component's amplitude by cos(.!\9i) to decompose the 
incident component into a new component. 
Recall: 
. 
. 
Stu= Sre·Y(tt)e-at(hl)ft.t{O)cos(L\9t) 
St.L = Sre·Y(tt)e·Pt(ht)ft,2(o)sin(L\9t) 
(a) 
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St1J,211 =Stu * e-a2(h2)f2.t(O)cos(L\92) 
St.L,2U = St.L * e-a2(h2)f2.4(o)sin(L\92) 
St.L,2.L = St.L * e·P2(h2) f2,2(o)cos(L\82) 
Stn,u =-Stu * e·P2(h2) f2,3(o)sin(A82) 
(b) 
Figure 2.2: Vector decomposition through the second ply. 
b. Multiply the new component's amplitude by ~.t(O)e·ai(hi) to account for the 
losses it undergoes as it propagates through the ith ply. 
c. Add a time shift of(hi)/va to the L\t for the incident component to account for 
the time required for the new component to propagate through the ith ply. 
2. To decompose a parallel component exiting the ith_l ply into a perpendicular 
component entering the ith ply and to account for the changes in the new component 
as it propagates through the ith ply polarized perpendicular to the fibers: 
12 
a. Multiply the entering component's amplitude by -sin(A9i) to decompose 
the incident component into a new component. 
b. Multiply the new component's amplitude by ~.3(o)e·J3i(hi) to account for the 
losses it undergoes as it propagates through the ith ply. 
c. Add a time shift of (hi)/vp to the At for the incident component to account for 
the time required for the new component to propagate through the ith ply. 
3. To decompose a perpendicular component exiting the ith-1 ply into a perpendicular 
component entering the ith and to account for the changes in the new component as 
it propagates through the ith ply polarized perpendicular to the fibers: 
a. Multiply the entering component's amplitude bycos(A9i) to decompose the 
incident component into a new component. 
b. Multiply the new component's amplitude by ~.2(8)e·J3i(hi) to account for the 
losses it undergoes as it propagates through the ith ply. 
c. Add a time shift of (hi)/vp to the At for the incident component to account for 
the time required for the new component to propagate through the ith ply. 
4. To decompose a perpendicular component exiting the ith-1 ply into a parallel 
component entering the ith ply and to account for the changes in the new component 
as it propagates through the ith ply polarized parallel to the fibers: 
a. Multiply the entering component's amplitude by sin(A9i) to decompose the 
incident component into a new component. 
b. Multiply the new component's amplitude by ~.4(8)e·ai(hi) to account for the 
losses it undergoes as it propagates through the ith ply. 
c. Add a time shift of (hi)/va to the At for the incident component to account for 
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the time required for the new component to propagate through the ith ply. 
Each time a component is decomposed, two new components will be generated unless 
.6.9i equals 0° or 90°. In the case of .6.9i equaling 0° or 90°, no new components are 
decomposed and the entering components undergo magnitude changes due to losses and time 
shifts. Additionally, if L\9i equals 90°, all entering components will undergo an orientation 
change with respect to the fibers. The total number of discrete, decomposed components 
possible in a laminate range from 1, for a unidirectional laminate with the transmitter 
polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the fibers, to 2N, where N is the number of plies 
in the laminate. The actual number of discrete, decomposed components exiting a laminate, 
neglecting components introduced by multiple reflections, will equal 2(N-X-Y) where X is the 
number of L\9i=0° interfaces and Y is the number of L\9i=90° interfaces. 
Projections onto the Receiver 
To demonstrate the projection of the signals onto the receiver, a plate with only two 
plies will be used. The signal components exiting the second ply are given in 
Eq. (2.2) and all four components will be reduced by e·'Y(tr) as they propagate through the 
couplant to the face of the receiver. The parallel component is then projected onto the 
receiver axis by multiplying it by cos(L\9R); likewise, the perpendicular component is 
projected onto the receiver axis by multiplying it by sin(L\9R), where L\9R = eR-82, Fig. 2.3a. 
The received signal components are shown in Fig. 2.3b and given byEq. (2.3). This 
equation demonstrates that the received signal is the combination of four new time varying 
vectors for a plate with two plies. Each new vector is constructed by multiplying the original 
time varying vector, ST, by a scalar term, and shifting the new vector by its correspondingl\t. 
Input and decomposition onto the receiver. 
Recall: 
St1J,211 =Stu * e-a2{h2)f2,t{O)cos(~92) 
St.L,211 = St.L * e-a2(h2)f2.4(8)sin(~82) 
Stii,2.L = -S•n * e·P2(h2) f2,3(8)sin(~82) 
St.L,2.L = St.L * e·Pl(hl) f2,2(8)cos(~82) 
(a) 
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Discrete components contributing 
to the received signal. 
Stii,2II,RII 
Stl!,21l.RII = Stll,211 * e·r<tr>cos(~9R) 
@ ~t=(tt)/v1 + (ht)lva + {h2)/va + (tr)/v1 
St.L,2IJ,RII = St.L,211 * e·r<tr>cos(~9R) 
@ ~t = (tt)/ Vy + {ht)f Vp + {h2)/ Va + (tr)/ Vy 
Stii,2.L,RII = Stii,2.L * e·Y(tr)sin(~9R) 
@ ~t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)f Va + (h2)/ Vp + (tr)/ Vy 
St.L,2.L,RII = St.L,2.L * e·Y(tr)sin(~9R) 
@ ~t = (tt)/ Vy + {ht)f Vp + (h2)/ Vp + (tr)/ Vy 
(b) 
Figure 2.3: Decomposed components projected onto the receiver. 
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Component parallel to receiver axis: 
SR=STe-r<n>e-y(tr) * 
{ e -a 1 (h 1) e -a2(h2)ft,t ( O)f2,1 (O)cos( ~8 1 )cos( ~82)cos( ~SR) 
@ [~t=(tt)/v1 + (ht)lva + (h2)/va + (tr)/v1] 
+ e-PtCht>e-a2Ch2>f1 ,2(o)f2,4(o)sin(~St)sin(~82)cos(~9R) 
@ [~t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)/ Vp + (h2)/ Va + (tr)/ Vy] 
- e-at(ht)e-P2(h2)f1 , 1 (o)f2, 3(o)cos(~9t)sin(~92)sin(~9R) 
@ [~t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)f Va + (h2)/ Vp + (tr)/ Vy] 
+ e-Pt(ht>e-P2<h2>f1 ,2(o)f2,2(o)sin(~9t)cos(~92)sin(~9R) } . 
@ [~t = (tt)/ Vy + (ht)f Vp + (h2)/ Vp + (tr)/ Vy] 
(2.3) 
The ply-by-ply vector decomposition model is a very powerful tool for the ultrasonic 
testing of composite plates consisting of unidirectional plies. As with most theoretical 
methods, the ply-by-ply vector decomposition model requires that some assumptions be made 
to reduce it to a practical level for nondestructive testing. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE REDUCED MODEL 
The final form for the theoretical ply-by-ply vector decomposition model, as well as 
similar decomposition models [8], for a typical plate with a large number of plies is a very 
lengthy and complex calculation. As shown previously, the possible number of discrete 
components in the theoretical model grow at an exponential rate of 2N. Thus, a plate 
consisting of24 plies can contribute up to 224, approximately 16.8 million, discrete terms to 
the calculation of SR. An array of this size would be a time consuming and inefficient 
computation even with the speed and power of today's computers. Another complication 
arises in determining the values and functions of a, ~' y, and fij(o) to be used in the 
theoretical model. In principle, a statistical approach could be used to determine the range 
for each variable, but to determine these values to an accuracy such that a small error or 
deviation would not compound itself through the computation of SR for many plies is 
virtually impractical. The theoretical model is simplified to the reduced model using the 
following assumptions and simplifications. 
Beam Spreading and Interface Losses Assumption 
A plate consisting of two plies will be used to illustrate the transformation of the 
theoretical model to the reduced ply-by-ply vector decomposition model. The first 
assumption used is that the interface and beam spreading losses are negligible, that is, all 
fij(o) terms equal one. This may seem to be a drastic assumption since these losses are 
sensitive to the order and orientation of the plies, but the following evidence demonstrates 
~ that these losses are relatively small. Fig. 3.1 displays the captured signals for the three 
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laminates listed below. Note the layup and interface differences are: 
Signal #1: Laminate Sequence- [(0/90/45/-45)3]s 
Interfaces: 12-90°, 10-45°, and 1-0° 
Signal #2: Laminate Sequence- [(Od906)]s 
Interfaces: 21-0° and 2-90° 
Signal #3: Laminate Sequence- [(45/-45)6]s 
Interfaces: 22-90° and 1-0°. 
According to the computer simulation based on the reduced model, these three laminates 
should all display identical wave forms when tested with both transducers aligned at 45°. 
Comparison of the experimental results displayed in Fig. 3.1 shows that the captured wave 
forms are very close to being identical in shape. Given the vast differences in layup sequence 
and interface orientations, it is believed that the assumption is justified. 
0.6~----------------------------------------~~--------------------------------------------------------------
Signal #1 - [(0/90/45/-45)3] 5 
0.4 Signal #2 - [(OJ906)]s 
C/} 
.:=: 0.2 ~ 
] Oi-~~~~~,_-r~~r-~~~~--~~~~~~--~~ 
·-} 
< -0.2 
-0.4 
Center Waveform is 
Signal #3 - [( 45/-45)6]5 
-0.6 ........_ ____ ...:...._ _____________ ____J 
Time of flight, J.lS 
Figure 3.1: Comparison of signals to justify ofij(9) := 1. 
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Additional Assumptions 
Next, by constraining all plies in the plate to be comprised of the same material, Qti), a.i, 
and f3i are assumed to be identical for every ply. Finally, thecouplant is a thin layer ofhighly 
viscous material and when the transducers are pressed onto the plate, it is assumed that the 
couplant spreads into a uniform and equal thickness for both transducers; therefore, 
y(tt)=y(tr)=y'. The result of incorporating these assumptions into Eq. (2.3) and grouping like 
terms is given by Eq. (3 .1 ). 
SR = Sre-2Y'e-2a'cos(A9t)cos(A92)cos(A9R) @[At= (2tt)/vy + (2h)(sa)] (3.1) 
+ Sre-2-; e-P'e-a'sin(A9t)sin{A92)cos(A9R) @[At= (2tt)/ Vy + (h)(sp+sa)] 
- Sre-2-; e-a'e-P'cos(A9t)sin(A92)sin(A9R) @[At= (2tt)/ Vy + (h)(sa+sp)] 
+ Sre-2-; e-2P'sin(A91)cos(A92)sin(A9R) @[At= (2tt)/ vy + (2h)(sp)] 
Introduction of Reference Signals 
The (e-a'e-P) term signifies that the component had attenuation losses first polarized 
parallel and then perpendicular to the fibers; whereas, the (e-P'e-a) term signifies that the 
component had attenuation losses first polarized perpendicular and then parallel to the fibers. 
Since the attenuation loss for a component as it propagates through a given ply is 
independent of the attenuation losses occurring in any of the other plies, the order of the 
attenuation losses for a component as it propagates through the laminate is assumed to be 
insignificant. The assertion that the order of losses is inconsequential is the key to the 
reduced ply-by-ply vector decomposition model and leads to the introduction of 
experimentally measured reference signals. 
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Consider the three different layups using two plies, (0/0), (0/90), and (90/90). Let the 
experimentally measured signals with both transducers polarized along the 0° reference axis 
for each layup be denoted as R[02/90o], R[Ot/90t], R[Oo/902], respectively. Using Eq. (3.1) to 
model each ply and equating the experimentally obtained signal to it yieldsEq. (3.2): 
-2y' -2a' R[02/90o] = SR = Sre e @ [L\t = (2tt)/v1 + (2h)( Sa)], 
@ [L\t = (2tt)/ v1 + {h)(sa+sp)], 
@ [L\t = (2tt)/ v1 + (2h)(sp)]. 
(3.2) 
If there are no instrumentation or transducer changes from test to test, it is assumed that Sr 
will remain constant and if it is assumed that couplant conditions do not change from test to 
test, the reference signals in Eq. (3.2) can be inserted into Eq. (3.1) as follows: 
(3.3) 
+ R[ 01/901] [sin( L\9 1 )sin( L\82)cos( L\9R)-cos( L\9 1 )sin( L\82)sin( L\9R)] 
Notice each reference signal inherently contains its corresponding time shift. The 
reduced model can now be completed for an arbitrary laminate with N plies and is given by 
Eq. (3.4): 
SR = R[~/90o]*Ko + R[ON-1/901]*K1 + ... + R[01/9~-1l*KN-1 + R[Oo/9~]*KN, (3.4) 
where R[0/90j] correspond to an experimentally measured reference signal of a plate with i 
plies oriented at 0°, j plies oriented at 90°, and with the transducers aligned along the 0° 
reference axis. The coefficients K0, K., ... , KN are calculated from the model for the 
corresponding reference signal and the subscript denotes the number of plies in which a 
component was polarized perpendicular to the fibers. Fig. 3.2 depicts how a signal is 
Component propagates 
parallel to the fibers. 
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Transmitted Signal, ST 
Received Signal, Sa 
Component propagates 
perpendicular to the fibers. 
Figure 3.2: Signal ST decomposed through three plies into synthesized signal SR. 
decomposed through three plies. There are eight different paths possible to reach SR from ST 
which determine the eight discrete components: 
where CiiJ = cos~ei and the component propagated parallel to the fibers through the ith ply and 
Si.L = siru\ei and the component propagated perpendicular to the fibers through the ith ply. 
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These components are grouped according to the number of times each one was polarized 
parallel and perpendicular to the fibers as it propagated through the laminate. Each group is 
then summed and multiplied by its corresponding reference signal, as is shown inEq. (3.5), 
to synthesize the received signal SR. 
SR = R[03/90o]* (ctiiC21JC3IIcR) + R[02/90t]*(su.s211C311CR-CtiiC211S3J.SR-CtiiS2J.S311cR) (3.5) 
+ R[Ot/902]*(stJ.C2J.S311cR-StJ.S21JS3J.SR-CtiiS2J.C3J.SR) + R[Oo/903]*(stJ.C2J.C3J.SR)· 
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CHAPTER4. EXPE~NTALSETUP 
Instrumentation 
Standard instrumentation for ultrasonic testing was used to perform the experiments in 
the following chapters, Fig. 4.1. This instrumentation included a Panametrics #5052PR 
pulser/receiver and a LeCroy 9400 digital oscilloscope, which was interfaced with a 
Macintosh microcomputer to facilitate capturing and digitizing the wave forms. The shear 
waves were generated and received using a pair ofPanametrics VI 53, 0.5 inch, ll\.1Hz, shear 
wave transducers which were coupled to the composite laminates using a burnt honey 
couplant supplied by Panametrics. 
Test Fixture 
A simple fixture was fabricated from two 8" x 8" x Y4" aluminum plates to hold the 
composite laminate being tested. Each plate has a 9/16" hole in the center, to keep the 
transducers aligned during testing, and one ~" hole at each comer for aligning the plates, 
Fig. 4.2. A polar grid for orienting the transducers is mounted on the outside face of each 
plate and the transmitter face plate has a second polar grid mounted on its inside face. This 
grid is used for orienting the composite laminate. Other components of the fixture include 
miscellaneous hardware shown in Fig. 4.1. 
The fixture is assembled by first placing the test specimen face down on the transmitter 
face plate and aligning its 0° axis with the 0° axis of the polar grid. Two of the 3" bolts are 
then inserted up through opposite comers of the plate, the receiver face plate is lowered 
carefully onto the laminate, and two wing nuts are then installed on the bolts. The fixture is 
1. Panametrics 5052PR Pulser/Receiver 
2. LeCroy 9400 Digital Oscilloscope 
3. Panametrics V 153 1.0/0.5 Transducers 
4. Panametrics burnt honey couplant 
5. Transmitter face plate 
6. Receiver face plate 
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7. Composite Sample 
8. 3" x W' bolts (4) 
9. Wing nuts (8) 
I 0. Rubber stoppers w/ steel washers (2) 
11 . Steel clamping bars (2) 
Figure 4.1: Instrumentation and fixture used for experimental data acquisition. 
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then flipped over and the remaining two bolts are insetted and secured with wing nuts. Next, 
a thin layer of burnt honey couplant is applied to the faces of the transducers, which are then 
inserted into the 9116" holes in the fixture. The transducers are held against the laminate 
under a slight pressure during the test by means of the rubber stoppers, steel washers, and 
steel clamping bars as shown in Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3, and Fig. 4.4. 
Figure 4.2: Experimental setup. 
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Figure 4.3: Close-up oftransmitter oriented at 8r = 
Figure 4.4: Close-up of receiver oriented at eR = 
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CHAPTER 5. VERIFICATION OF THE REDUCED MODEL 
To verify the reduced ply-by-ply vector decomposition model, experiments were 
performed on coupons fabricated from 24 plies of unidirectional graphite/epoxy pre-preg 
tape, IM7-8551-7 A manufactured by Hercules, Inc. All tests utilized a through-transmitted 
ultrasonic pulse which was generated and received by a pair of Panametrics VI 53, 0.5 inch, 
1 l\1Hz shear wave transducers. An impulse signal was generated by a Panametrics 
pulser/receiver, Model #5052PR, and the received signal was displayed on a LeCroy 9400 
digital oscilloscope. A Macintosh microcomputer was interfaced with the LeCroy to capture 
and save the displayed wave forms for later analysis. 
Single Pack Test 
To verify that the reduced model worked at various transducer angles, the first set of 
experiments were performed using one pack of 24 aligned plies. This simplifies the reduced 
ply-by-ply vector decomposition model toEq. (5.1), where AS,= eT-e), ASR = eR-924, and 
R[02J900] and R[Oo/9024] are the two experimentally acquired reference signals. Notice that 
the other 23 reference signals are not required since all of the fibers in the pack are assumed 
to be perfectly aligned and the terms sin(A9i)=O, for i=2 to 24, produce coefficients equal to 
zero for those reference signals. 
SR = R[02J90o]cos(A9,)cos(A9R) + R[Oo/9024]sin(A9t)sin(A9R), (5.1) 
The two reference signals were acquired and stored in the computer by aligning the 
transducers parallel to the fibers for R[02J90o] and perpendicular to the fibers for R[Oo/9024]. 
Reference signals R[02J90o] and R[Oo/9024] are shown in Fig 5.1. The transmitter and 
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4 ------------------------------------------------------~ 
til 
.±:: 
3 
2 
~ 1 
--R[(024/90o)] 
R[(Oo/9024)] 
] o~--~~=-~~hL~+-~-H~~~~~~~d:~~~ 
·~ ~ -1 
< 
-2 
-3 
-4~--------------------------------------------------~ 
Time of flight, ~ 
Figure 5.1: Reference signals for the single pack test. 
receiver were then oriented at specified angles, 9r and eR, to the fibers and the received signal 
for each orientation was acquired and stored in the computer. A spreadsheet was utilized to 
synthesize the received signal from the stored reference signals and the transducer 
orientations using Eq. {5.1). For 9,.=25°, 9t=0°, and SR=-30°, Eq. (5.2) predicts the 
synthesized signal to be: 
SR = 0.785 * R[024/90o] + 0.211 * R[Oo/9024]. (5.2) 
Fig 5.2 displays the weighted reference signals, which combined to form the synthesized 
signal, and Fig. 5.3 shows the comparison between the synthesized and experimental signals. 
The slight differences in amplitudes between the measured and synthesized signals can 
be attributed to changes in couplant conditions when the different wave forms were acquired 
and to ply orientation errors due to small random layup errors. This good agreement between 
wave forms proves favorable to the verification of the reduced model. 
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4 
3 
en 2 ~ 
0 
> 1 a) 
""Cj 
::s 
~ 0 ·-} 
< 
-1 
·0.211 *R[(Oo/9024)] 
-2 
-3 
Time of flight, JlS 
Figure 5.2: Weighted reference signals for the single pack test and synthesized signal SR. 
4~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
3 -Synthesized Signal 
-Experimental Signal 
-2 
-3 ~------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Time of flight, JlS 
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the synthesized signal and the experimentally captured signal. 
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Two Pack Tests 
In the next set of experiments, two of the 24 ply unidirectional packs were used. This 
allowed testing of the validity of using the reference signals for modeling purposes as well as 
having plies which are not aligned along orthogonal axes. The reduced model for two 
unidirectional packs consisting of24 plies each is given by Eq. (5.3), where L182s is the 
orientation of the second pack minus the orientation of the first pack and Ci and Si represent 
cos(t19i) and sin(t19i), respectively. 
For this experiment the two packs were "glued" together with a thin layer of the same 
couplant as was used for the transducers. Three reference signals were acquired by orienting 
the two glued packs and transducers as shown in Fig. 5.4. The two plates were then oriented 
~ at 91=0° and 92=45°. An experimental signal was captured with the transducers oriented at 
9r=22.5° and eR=ll2.5°. Inserting these values into Eq. (5.3) yields the following predicted 
8 TRANSMITTER ,-, \ 1 __.. 1 RECEIVER 
'- _, 
-
Figure 5.4: Orientations for the acquisition of reference signals for the two pack tests. 
~ 
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received signal formula: 
SR = -0.604 * R[04s/90o] + 0.500 * R[02J9024] + 0.104 * R[Oo/9048] (5.4) 
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the experimental and synthesized signals. Once again, 
the good agreement between the two wave forms proves favorable to the verification of the 
model. 
2 
1 
cl} 0 .±:: 
0 
> 
QJ ... 
"t:S 
-1 
.a 
•.-4 
-~ 
< -2 
- Synthesized Signal 
-3 - Experimental Signal 
-4 
Time of flight, J.lS 
Figure 5.5: Comparison of synthesized and experimentally captured signals for two pack test 
(8t=0°, 82=45°, 8r=22.5°, and 8R=112.5°). 
To verify that the model worked correctly for orientations in the fourth quadrant, i.e. for 
negative orientations, the two packs were then glued together at 8t=0° and 82=-45° and the 
transducers were oriented at 8-r=-22.5° and 8R=67.5°. Inserting these values into Eq. (5.3) 
yields the following predicted received signal formula: 
SR = -0.250 * R[04s/90o] + 0.500 * R[02J9024]- 0.250 * R[Oo/904s] (5.5) 
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Fig. 5.6 shows the comparison of the experimental and synthesized signals. Note that the 
shapes of the two wave forms are very similar and the differences in amplitudes can once 
again be explained by differences in couplant conditions. 
4~==============~----------------------------. 
- Synthesized Signal 
3 
--Experimental Signal 
-2 
-3 ------------------------------------------------------~ 
Time of flight, JlS 
Figure 5.6: Comparison of synthesized and experimentally captured signals for two pack test 
(9t=0°, 92=-45°, ST=-22.5°, and 9R=67.5°). 
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CHAPTER 6. COMPUTER SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT 
Up to this point, rather simplistic laminate layups have been used to apply the ply-by-
ply vector decomposition model. To model more realistic and complex layups, the 
development of a computer program was necessary. A listing of the program used to 
simulate a polar scan of the transmission of a shear wave through a laminate fabricated from 
twenty-four (24) uniaxial plies is included in Appendix 2. A polar scan consists of rotating 
the transducers through 360° with the receiver at a set orientation with respect to the 
transmitter. This program computes: 
1. the coefficients for the reference signals; i. e., K0, ••• , KN, 
2. a synthesized signal from a given set of reference signals, and 
3. the peak-to-peak amplitude of the synthesized signal. 
This version of the program allows the user to input an arbitrary laminate sequence, initial 
transmitter orientation angle, final transmitter angle, increment in degrees for the steps of the 
transmitter, and the orientation of the receiver with respect to the transmitter. 
Methodology for the Computer Simulation 
After the user input is entered, the following methodology is used to calculate the 
reference signal scaling factors. First, all of the .!\9i's are computed. Next, values for cos.!\91 
and sinl\9 1 are computed and stored in PARA( 1) and PERP( 1 ), respectively. P ARA(i) is an 
array in which the ith memory location contains the combination of all components that are 
currently polarized parallel to the fibers and have propagated through i plies parallel to the 
fibers; likewise, PERPG) is an array where the jth memory location contains the combination 
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of all components that are currently polarized perpendicular to the fibers and have propagated 
throughj plies perpendicular to the fibers. Following the rules for propagation outlined in 
Chapter 2, PARA(l) is then multiplied by cosA92 and -sin A92 and added to the contents 
stored in TPARA(2) and TPERP(l), respestively. PERP(l) is then multiplied by cos.!\92 and 
sinA92 and added to the contents stored in TPERP(2) and TPARA(l), respestively. Arrays 
TP ARA and TPERP are temporary arrays which are set to zero prior to each decomposition 
through a new ply. This process continues until all plies have been accounted for. Finally, 
each memory location in PARA(i) is multiplied by cosA9R and each memory location in 
PERPG) is multiplied by sinASR to project all of the components onto the receiver. 
Components which have propagated parallel and perpendicular to the fibers an equal number 
of times in the two arrays are then summed and stored in array FACT( ). A schematic of this 
process is shown in Fig. 6.1. 
A synthesized signal can now be computed from a given set of reference signals. Using 
the example in Fig. 6.1 for a three ply layup, the terms in FACT( ) are multiplied by the 
reference signals and summed as follows to produce the synthesized signal, SR, in Eq 6.1: 
1. FACT(4) contains a component which propagated through all three plies parallel to 
the fibers; therefore, this term is multiplied by R[(03/90o)]. 
2. FACT(3) contains components which propagated through two plies parallel to the 
fibers; therefore, this term is multiplied by R[(02/901)]. 
3. FACT(2) contains components which propagated through one ply parallel to the 
fibers; therefore, this term is multiplied by R[(01/902)]. 
4. FACT(1) contains a component which propagated through all three plies 
perpendicular to the fibers; therefore, this term is multiplied by R[(Oo/903)]. 
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- - - - -- --------------- - - - ---- -
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Figure 6.1: Schematic ofthe manipulation of scaling factors through arrays PARA() and 
~ PERP( ) for three plies. 
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(6.1) 
The synthesized signal can now be displayed and the peak-to-peak amplitude can be 
computed. 
Generation of the Reference Signal Set 
To implement the program, a set of reference signals must be acquired. Experimental 
acquisition of the necessary reference signals for a twenty-four (24) ply simulation requires 
the fabrication of thirteen layups: 
1. (024/90o) for R[(024/90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)]. 
2. (023/90t) for R[(023/90t)] and R[(Ot/9023)]. 
3. (022/902) for R[(022/902)] and R[(02/9022)]. 
(continue repetition for 4.- 11.) 
12. (On/90tt) for R[(013/90tt)] and R[(Ott/9013)]. 
13. (012/9012) for R[(012/9012)]. 
Utilizing this method requires a vast amount time and material to complete a set of 
reference signals; also, it promotes large amplitude variations for the overall set due to 
varying couplant conditions from test to test. Due to the required resources and couplant 
problems, it was determined that this method was not a practical means of acquiring the set 
of reference signals at the present time. 
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For the initial trial runs of the program, a set of reference signals was fabricated by 
shifting an experimentally captured signal R[(02J900)] twenty-four times to model the rest of 
the required reference signals. Similar reference signals, R[(024/90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)] shown 
in Fig. 5.1, which were used for the model verification for the single pack test in Chapter 5 
were utilized to perform this modeling. The time separation between the two largest peaks of 
R[(024/90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)] was determined to be 640ns which translates to a time shift of 
26.67ns for each successive reference signal. Since the captured signals were taken at IOns 
increments, exact time shifts between the reference signals were not possible. The closest 
possible spacing was 25ns between signals which required shifting R[(02J90o)] by SOns 
intervals and then interpolating between those signals to get signals with a 25ns shift. An 
interpolation between the different amplitudes ofR[(024/90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)] was not 
performed for this initial set, shown in Fig. 6.2. 
After verifying that the computer simulation qualitatively predicted the peak-to-peak 
amplitude polar scan for the null test utilizing the initial set of reference signals, a new and 
more accurate set of reference signals was desired. This new set of reference signals is the 
most current and is the one used for all simulations presented from this point on, unless 
otherwise specified. R[(024/900)] and R[(Oo/9024)] signals were digitized from four different 
unidirectional packs of twenty-four plies, Fig. 6.3. Two reference signals, R[(02J90o)f and 
R[{Oo/9024)]*, Fig. 6.4, were formed by averaging the four R[(02J90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)], 
respectively. Since the model predicts that the attenuation between subsequent reference 
signals will be: 
[ e -(X-1 )a e -(Y + 1 )Jl] I [ e -(X)a e -(Y)p] = efl/a = constant, 
a linear interpolation is used to predict the amplitudes of the reference signals. This set of 
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Figure 6.2: Initial set of reference signals utilized for the computer simulation. 
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Figure 6.3: R[(024/90o)] and R[(Oo/9024)] signals from four unidirectional packs. 
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Figure 6.4: Averaged R[(024/90o)f and R[(Oo/9024)]* signals. 
reference signals is constructed by shifting R[(024/90o)]• as was done for the previous set of 
reference signals. Each signal was then multiplied by: 
1+ 
j * (Peak-to-Peak) ofR[(Oo/9024)]* 
24 * (Peak-to-Peak) ofR[(02J90o)f 
for the R[(ON-/90j)] reference signal to interpolate the amplitude change. This set of 
reference signals is plotted in Fig. 6.5. Note that the beginning portion of the signal has been 
omitted. This was done since it was determined that this was a longitudinal wave caused by 
an impure mode in the shear wave transducers. 
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Figure 6.5: Cunent set of reference signals. 
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CHAPTER 7. NULL TEST 
The null test consists of performing a polar scan using a through transmission with the 
transducers in a crossed arrangement. For an isotropic material, this test will produce a null, 
or zero received signal at any transmitter orientation. However, for a laminate consisting of 
orthotropic plies, this test is very sensitive to fiber orientation and ply sequence as shown by 
both computer simulated and experimental results. The samples used for this test are based 
on realistic layup sequences used in manufacturing composite components and possible 
errors which can occur during fabrication. The initial samples tested have the following 
sequences: 
I. Sample #I [(0/45/90/-45)3]s, 
2. Sample #2 [(0/45/90/-45)3]8 with the 12th ply at +45° instead of -45°, 
3. Sample #3 [(0/45/90/-45)6]T, 
4. Sample #4 [(0/90/45/-45)3]s, and 
5. Sample #5 [(0/90/45/-45)3]8 with the 12th ply at +45° instead of -45°. 
The samples measure 2-3/4 inches square, approximately 1/8" thick, and were 
fabricated using the IM7-8551-7A graphite/epoxy pre-preg tape, Appendix A. Sample #1 is 
the control sample for comparing Sample #2 and Sample #3, and Sample #4 is the control 
sample for Sample #5. Each sample was compared to its corresponding control sample to 
demonstrate the null test's capability and sensitivity in detecting a misoriented ply or a non-
symmetrical layup with the same base sequence as a symmetrical layup. 
The same equipment described in Chapter 4, with the exception of the microcomputer, 
was used for the null test. Experimental data were obtained by adhering the transducers onto 
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each sample with a viscous burnt honey couplant, orienting the transmitter, crossing the 
receiver's orientation such that a minimum peak-to-peak amplitude (predicted by the model) 
was displayed on the LeCroy oscilloscope, and measuring the peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
minimized signal using the digitizing capabilities of the oscilloscope. This was done for 
transmitter orientations from 0° to 360° in 10° increments. 
Single Ply Error Detection in a 24-Piy Laminate 
Results comparing the experimental data and computer simulation, which assumes 
perfectly oriented plies, are graphed in Fig. 7.1a and 7.1b, respectively, for Sample #1 and 
Sample #2. The data were normalized to the smallest peak-to-peak amplitude contained in the 
data sets for each plot. The computer simulation results for Sample #2 were also scaled by a 
factor of 0.40. This was done in order to display both sets of simulated data on the same plot. 
Although the computer simulation for Sample #2 over estimated the effect of changing the 
orientation of one ply in twenty-four, both figures show a defmite effect on the peak-to-peak 
amplitude and a high sensitivity to detecting an error of one ply out of twenty-four. Also note 
that a strong qualitative agreement exists between the shapes and orientations of the plotted 
experimental and computational results. 
Sample #4 and Sample #5 were also used to test the null test's ability to detect a 
misoriented ply in a quasi-isotropic layup with a different sequence. The simulation results 
for Sample #4 indicated a zero peak-to-peak amplitude for the null test at all transmitter 
orientations. This is a result of the layup sequence consisting only of pairs of plies oriented 
SUCh that 9i+ 1 = 9i ±..90° for i = 1,3 ,5 ... Which Causes all of the decomposed components to 
cancel. Small random ply orientation errors can be introduced into the simulation to predict a 
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90 
--Sample#! 
Sample#2 
270 
(a) Experimental Results 
90 
--Sample#! 
Sample #2 * 0.40 
270 
(b) Simulated Results 
Figure 7.1: Comparison of experimental and computer simulated results for Sample # 1-
[(0/45/90/-45)J]s and Sample #2-[(0/45/90/-45)3]s with the 12th ply at +45°. 
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simulated plot for Sample #4, but the results obtained by introducing different random errors 
do not consistently predict the same orientations or shapes; therefore, this cannot be done 
objectively and no simulated results for this sample are plotted. Experimental results for 
Sample #4 and Sample #5 are displayed in Fig. 7 .2a and results for the null test simulation 
for Sample #5 and its experimental results are compared in Fig. 7 .2b. These data were also 
normalized to the smallest peak-to-peak amplitude contained in the data sets and the 
computer simulation results were scaled by a factor of0.40. Again, Fig. 7.2a shows a 
defmite effect on the peak-to-peak amplitude and a high sensitivity for detecting a single 
misoriented ply; a strong qualitative agreement exists between the shapes and orientations of 
the plotted experimental and computational results in Fig 7 .2b. 
Detection of Error in the Layup Sequence 
Figures 7.3a and 7.3b display the sensitivity of the null test to layup sequence. In these 
figures, Sample # 1, a symmetric layup, is compared to Sample #3 which is a continuous 
sequence of the same base sequence used in Sample # 1, and hence not symmetric with 
respect to the mid plane of the laminate. The data were once again normalized to the smallest 
peak-to-peak amplitude and the simulation data for Sample #3 were scaled by 0.40. Both 
figures display a noticeable difference between the results for the null test due to the 
difference in the laminate sequence. 
Although the shape of the experimental and simulation plots are not the same for 
Sample #3, they do share a similar characteristic. It is very apparent that a longitudinal axis 
can be drawn along the 120° radial for the experimental data for Sample #3 in Fig. 7 .3a. It is 
not as apparent, however, that the simulated data for Sample #3 in Fig. 7.3b also have a 
90 
270 
90 
270 
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(a) 
(b) 
--Sample#4 
Sample #5 
--Experimental 
Simulated 
Figure 7.2: Comparison of (a) experimental results for Sample #4-[(0/90/45/-45)3]s and 
Sample #5-[(0/90/45/-45)3]s with the 12th ply at +45° and (b) experimental and 
computer simulated results for Sample #5. 
90 
270 
45 
--Sample#l 
Sample #3 
(a) Experimental Results 
90 
--Sample#! 
Sample #3 * 0.40 
270 
(b) Simulated Results 
Figure 7.3: Comparison of experimental and computer simulated results for Sample # 1-
[(0/45/90/-45)3]s and Sample #3-[(0/45/90/-45)6]r. 
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90 
270 
Figure 7.4: Normalized simulated results for Sample #3-[(0/45/90/-45)6]T· 
longitudinal axis along the 120° radial. To illustrate this, the simulated data were normalized 
to its smallest peak-to-peak amplitude and plotted in Fig. 7.4 to show the small variation in 
signal amplitude. This figure displays an obvious longitudinal axis oriented along the 115° 
radial. 
At present, possible sources causing the shape discrepancy for the experimental and 
simulated data for Sample #3 are being investigated. Coupons have been cut from the 
laminate in order to use microscopy to determine if there are small, random orientation errors 
or other possible micro-structural defects, such as resin rich layers or cracking, that are being 
detected by the null test. Another possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the shape 
of the plotted simulated null test results for this laminate sequence is highly sensitive to small 
changes in the reference signal set. 
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To demonstrate the sensitivity of the layup sequence in Sample #3 to slight variations in 
the reference signal set, a second set of 0.5 inch, 1 MHz transducers was used. A new set of 
reference signals was required for this new pair of transducers and was acquired using the 
same four 24 ply uniaxial packs and the same process described in Chapter 6. The reference 
signal set for this pair of transducers is shown in Fig. 7.5. A comparison ofthis set with the 
previous set used, Fig. 6.6, reveals very small differences between them other than the 
maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes for each one. Since both sets of reference signals could 
be normalized to their corresponding maximum peak-to-peak amplitude without causing an 
effect other than a change of magnitude of the plot, this will not affect the shape of the 
angular dependent amplitude ofthe null test. 
The null test results for both the experimental data and computer simulation for Sample 
#3, using the new pair of transducers and their corresponding set of reference signals, are 
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Figure 7.5: Reference signal set for second pair of transducers. 
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90 
270 
(a) Experimental Results 
90 
270 
(b) Simulated Results 
Figure 7.6: Comparison of experimental and computer simulated results for Sample #3-
[(0/45/90/-45)6]T using the reference signal set for second pair of transducers. 
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displayed in Fig. 7.6a and 7.6b, respectively. Notice how the simulation accurately predicted 
the shifting of the longitudinal axes by approximately 90° compared to the plots using the 
original transducers. Also note the similarity of the shapes for the simulated results in 
Fig. 7 .6b and the experimental results in Fig. 7 .3a, and that the experimental data plotted in 
Fig. 7.6a appear to be a combination of the simulated results plotted in Fig. 7.3b and 
Fig. 7 .6b. It can be ascertained from these results that small perturbations in both sets of 
modeled reference signals from a precise set of reference signals may contribute to the shape 
differences between the experimental and simulated results. 
Single Ply Error Detection in a 48-Ply Laminate 
Next, it was desired to determine if the null test had the sensitivity to determine an 
orientation error of one ply in a forty-eight ply laminate. Four new laminates were fabricated 
for this purpose: 
1. Sample #6 [(0/90)12]s, 
2. Sample #7 [(0/90)12]s with the 24th ply at 0° instead of90°, 
3. Sample #8 [(0/45/90/-45)6]s, and 
4. Sample #9 [(0/45/90/-45)6]s with the 24th ply at +45° instead of -45°. 
Experimental results for Sample #6 and Sample #7 are plotted in Fig. 7. 7a and results for 
Sample #8 and Sample #9 are plotted in Fig. 7. 7b. Computer simulations were not 
performed on these samples. Results from these two figures indicate that the null test has the 
sensitivity to detect an error of one ply in forty-eight. 
90 
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Sample#7 
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Sample#9 
Figure 7.7: Null test experimental results for test laminates with 48 plies. 
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Single Ply Sensitivity Study 
All results for a single ply misorientation have been for a ply error of 90°. The next 
step was to use the laminate sequences for Sample # 1 and Sample #4 and allow the 12th ply 
to be misaligned by an angle e. This study was performed using the computer simulation 
model to predict the effects. Results are plotted in Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9. 
Recall that the simulated null test for Sample #4 predicts a zero peak-to-peak 
amplitude. This intuitively suggests that the null test would be very sensitive at detecting 
small ply errors; however, from the results plotted in Fig. 7.9, it can be seen that this 
sensitivity is for extremely small ply errors. Once the error is more than a fraction of a 
degree, the null test's sensitivity for detecting a ply error in Sample #4 is on the same order as 
its sensitivity for detecting errors in Sample # 1. 
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CHAPTERS. PRELrnflNARYSTUDYOFUNCUREDLAN.DNATES 
As stated in Chapter 1, a nondestructive evaluation process that could be performed 
prior to the curing of a composite laminate to detect layup errors would be extremely 
desirable in the manufacturing of composite components. Preliminary results for applying 
the ultrasonic shear wave testing methods to uncured laminates constructed using pre-preg 
plies prove favorable. The uncured resin is tacky enough and bonds the plies together well 
enough to support the propagation of a shear wave through the laminate. Additionally, the 
transducers can be coupled directly to the uncured laminate by the application of moderate 
pressure since the "green" epoxy will act as the couplant. 
Two additional laminates were fabricated with the same ply sequences as Sample # 1 
~ and Sample #2, see Chapter 7, to demonstrate the ability to apply shear waves to uncured 
laminates. These two laminates are denoted as: 
1. Sample #Ul [(0/45/90/-45)3]s and 
2. Sample #U2 [(0/45/90/-45)3]s with the 12th ply at +45° instead of -45°. 
They were fabricated using the same materials and methods as their cured counterparts with 
the exceptions that (1) they were left uncured and (2) a single layer of regular, kitchen variety 
aluminum foil was stuck on each face of the uncured samples. The aluminum foil was 
applied to facilitate rotating the transducers during the null test. The aluminum foil allowed 
the use of the burnt honey couplant between the sample and the transducers, and the couplant 
could be easily removed. 
Experimental results for the null test are plotted in Fig. 8.1a for Sample #I and 
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Sample #Uland in Fig. 8.lb for Sample #2 and Sample #U2. Each sample's data were 
normalized to the maximum peak-to-peak value for its test to compare it to its counterpart. 
Although there are some differences between the uncured sample and its counterpart in each 
plot, the overall qualitative agreement between the samples is very good. Although this test 
was not successful in detecting a single ply error in the laminates tested, it did display a 
promising potential for the use of ultrasonic shear waves for the testing of uncured 
composites as shown by the similarity of the plots for both the uncured and cured laminates. 
90 90 
270 270 
--Sample #Ul - Sample #I I --Sample #U2 - Sample #2j 
Figure 8.1: Experimental null test results comparing cured and uncured laminates. 
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CHAPTER 9. PROBLEMS WITH SHEAR COUPLANT 
AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
The simulation and experimental results for the interaction of ultrasonic shear waves 
with composite laminates presented in this thesis have identified a few difficulties in the 
current testing procedures. The generation of a precise set of reference signals and the ability 
to quantitatively repeat measurements are two problems which result due to changing 
coupling conditions. 
Varying Couplant Conditions 
The most significant problem which must be eliminated is that the couplant conditions 
do not remain the same from test to test. This is also a problem when performing the null test 
manually since the conditions may change during the test. As was shown in the theoretical 
development, the amplitude reduction due to the couplant is a function of its thickness and 
attenuation factor (y). The coating ofcouplant used on the transducers for testing is very thin 
and the variation of this thickness from test to test is very small; therefore, it is asserted that 
the principal variable causing the change is its attenuation factor. Two items noted during 
experimentation which would affect the attenuation factor for the burnt honey couplant were: 
(1) "wringing" it appeared to change its viscosity and (2) it tended to dry out when exposed 
to the air. Changes in these properties have resulted in experimental data which are not 
quantitatively repeatable, but does possess very strong qualitative consistency. 
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Alternate Testing Methods 
Other than identifying and using a couplant whose properties will not deviate, one 
possible solution to the problem is to develop an automated scanning device to perform the 
null test. This would allow the test to be completed in a fraction of the time that it takes to 
perform the test manually, thereby reducing the exposure time in which the couplant 
properties can change due to solidification. Automated testing will also reduce the amount of 
working the couplant undergoes during testing. Another benefit of a scanning device would 
be an increase in accuracy of the measurements and an increased data base which would 
greatly increase the quality of the results. 
The best solution to alleviate the problems experienced when using a viscous couplant 
is to eliminate it from the testing. Presently, this is being attempted by Dr. D. K. Hsu, Center 
for Nondestructive Evaluation at Iowa State University, by implementing EMAT probes to 
generate and receive the shear waves. This testing introduces two new problems. First, 
graphite/epoxy laminates do not have enough electrical conductivity for EMAT generation; 
second, the EMA T signal generated is a very narrow band signal which causes a long ringing 
in the received signal. A solution to the first problem is to attach a self-adhesive aluminum 
tape to both sides of a cured composite. For an uncured laminate, aluminum blocks can be 
coupled by pressure to the faces utilizing the tack of the "green" epoxy. 
Innovative Shear Wave Transducer Design 
Alternatively, the design and use of a shear wave transducer which permits the 
polarization direction to be rotated while keeping the base of the transducer in a fixed 
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position would greatly aid in alleviating the couplant problem. The ability to rotate the 
transducer while keeping the base in a fixed orientation permits the use of a solid semi-
permanent adhesive with constant properties for testing cured laminates, and it could be 
directly coupled to uncured laminates. A conceptual drawing of this transducer is shown in 
Fig. 9.1. 
.,"""" .. Mineral Oil Interface 
Transducer A 
Mat. 2 
/.__ ___ ...... , 
Transducer B 
Longitudinal 
Phase = ~ + 180° 
Mat. 2 
Point A Point B 
Rotating Base 
Velocity Mat. 1 > Velocity Mat.2 
Figure 9.1: Conceptual sketch of a rotating shear wave transducer. 
't = 1.41 0' 
The concept behind this transducer is to use two longitudinal wave transducers driven 
at 180° out of phase to generate a pure shear wave at the rotating base. The diagram in the 
lower right-hand comer of Fig. 9.1 depicts how the longitudinal transducers will generate a 
shear wave if they are driven in this manner. The conical base rotates within the wedge with a 
thin layer of oil between them to facilitate the transmission of the longitudinal waves and it is 
assumed that the curved interface will have a very little effect on the transmitted wave from 
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material 1 to the rotating base if the layer of oil is kept very thin. Two materials are used to 
construct the wedge and the geometry is designed such that the wave generated at the face of 
Transducer A arrives at point A and point B at the same time, likewise for Transducer B. 
Therefore, the longitudinal wave velocity 
through Mat. 2 must be less than that for Mat. 1 to delay the arrival time at point B. The use 
of two materials having different velocities requires that Snell's law [9] must be used for 
designing the geometry to make certain the incident angle of the longitudinal wave's on the 
rotating base is 45° to the horizontal. 
A simple test was performed to determine the validity this concept. Two Panametrics 
V 112, 0.25 inch, 1 0 rvtHz transducers were used to generate the longitudinal waves. The 
polarity of the driving voltage was reversed on one in order to produce a wave 180° out of 
phase with respect to the other by means of the signal splitter shown in Fig. 9.2a. For this 
preliminary test, a simple wedge was fabricated from aluminum such that the cross section 
consists of an isosceles triangle with two 45° angles Fig. 9.2b. Since the transducer cases are 
normally grounded and changing the polarity of one transducer changed this condition, it was 
necessary to keep the cases insulated from each other. This was done by mounting a 
microscope slide on each side of the wedge with a mineral oil to insulate the transducers. 
The signal splitter was connected to the pulser jack on the pulser/receiver and to the 
longitudinal transducers. A 2.5 rvtHz Panametrics V154, 0.5 inch shear transducer was 
connected to the receiver jack since a 10 rvtHz shear transducer was not available and the 
1 0 rvtHz transducers were the only matched pair of longitudinal contact transducers available. 
The longitudinal transducers were mounted on the microscope slides with mineral oil and the 
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Receiver (a) Signal Splitter 
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Transducer 
Phase=~ 
(b) Test Wedge 
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Shear Wave 
Figure 9.2: Apparatus for testing the feasibility of the rotating shear wave. 
shear transducer was mounted on the bottom as a receiver with burnt honey. The shear 
transducer was rotated and the received signal was viewed on the LeCroy oscilloscope. 
Although the displayed signal did not possess a clean, tripolar shape, it did respond directly 
to the orientation of the shear transducer. The signal was at a maximum when the shear 
transducer was oriented parallel to an axis drawn from center to center of the longitudinal 
transducers and at a minimum when it was oriented perpendicular to this axis. 
To test if the concept will work for receiving shear waves, the connections at the pulser/ 
receiver were switched. Now the shear wave transducer was the transmitter and the 
longitudinal transducers were used for receiving the signal. Again, the displayed signal was 
at a maximum when the shear transducer was oriented parallel to an axis drawn from center 
to center of the longitudinal transducers and at a minimum when it was oriented 
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perpendicular to this axis. These test results prove favorable to continue efforts to design and 
implement a rotating shear wave transducer. Additionally, this concept will allow 
performing the null test using a pulse/echo mode in which the same transducer is used to 
transmit and receive. This can be accomplished by mounting two additional longitudinal 
transducers on faces 90° to receive the signal transmitted by the original longitudinal 
transducers. A diagram of schematic of this concept is sketched in Fig. 9.3. 
Receiving 
Transducer 
Longitudinal, 
Phase=«J» 
,- .... 
I \ 
\ 1 Rotating Base 
.... _, 
Transmitting 
Transducer, 
Longitudinal 
Phase=«J» 
Transmitting 
Transducer, 
Longitudinal 
cl> +180° 
Receiving 
Transducer, 
Longitudinal 
cl> +180° 
Figure 9.3: Conceptual sketch of a shear wave transducer for performing single sided 
null tests in a pulse/echo mode. 
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As mentioned previously, the ability to obtain repeatable experimental measurements 
must occur before strong qualitative results can be shown for both the experimental and the 
simulated results. The inability to quantitatively reproduce experimental signals for a given 
sample while keeping all of the experimental settings constant is directly related to the 
changes in the properties of the couplant; therefore, the couplant problem must be eliminated 
before any strong quantitative results can be expected from the model. 
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CHAPTER 10. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The theory and modeling presented in this paper set a solid foundation for further 
research efforts to use ultrasonic shear waves to characterize ply orientations in composite 
laminates fabricated from unidirectional plies. Probably the most obvious direction for future 
research is to solve the inverse problem; that is, given a laminate with a known number of 
plies, determine the orientation of each ply using the ply-by-ply vector decomposition model. 
Another direction, which is a little more novel, is to develop a method for quality control by 
creating a "fingerprint" of the shear wave response to the laminate's layup sequence and 
using the fmgerprint of a standard to compare with subsequently fabricated laminates with 
the same sequence. This method has a high potential for industrial applications since the 
~ equipment required is minimal and the testing procedure can be performed efficiently through 
an automated data acquisition system. 
The Inverse Problem 
A simple inverse computation was performed on one of the 24 ply uniaxial packs. The 
equation governing the ply-by-ply vector decomposition through this pack was given in 
Eq. 5.1 and an expanded form is given in Eq. 10.1: 
SR = R[02J90o]cos(9T-9t)cos(9R-9t) + R[Oo/9024]sin(9,9t)sin(9R-9J). (10.1) 
Generally, the inverse problem will require many iterations to determine the fiber 
orientations; however, notice that if9T = 9R = 9, a closed form solution can be obtained for 
the orientation of the fibers to the transducers as given in Eq. 10.2: 
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(10.2) 
(9-9t) = ± cos-• 
For the test, the laminate was positioned with the fibers oriented along the 0° axis of the 
clamping fixture, the transducers were positioned with 9r = eR = 30°, and the received signal, 
SR, was captured on the microcomputer and is displayed in Fig. 1 0.1. Reference signals 
R[024/90o] and R[Oo/9024] were then captured. Values for SR, R[024/90o], and R[Oo/9024] at 
IOns time increments were then used to solve Eq. 10.2 for (9-91). A histogram showing the 
results is plotted in Fig. 10.2. Notice the large peak in the vicinity of30°, which is what was 
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Figure 10.1: Captured signals used for the simple inverse problem. 
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expected for this test arrangement. One disadvantage of this test is that the inverse solution 
for this one arrangement cannot determine whether the relative angle between the fibers and 
the transducers is positive or negative. This is not considered a problem since an additional 
measurement could be made to determine this. The objective of this test was a preliminary 
investigation to verify that the inverse problem can be successfully solved for simple 
laminate prior to attempting future work towards a general solution. The results shown in the 
histogram confirm that this objective was met. 
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Composite Laminate Fingerprinting 
The motivation for exploiting the shear wave response as a fingerprint of the laminate's 
layup sequence stemmed from realization that the entire received wave form contains 
information about fiber orientation and sequence. Thus far, the primary test developed for 
characterizing a laminate's layup has used only the peak-to-peak amplitude information 
contained in the received signal. The fingerprinting concept involves digitizing the received 
signal at each transmitter orientation during a polar scan of a laminate. During the scan, the 
receiver is rotated at a fixed orientation with respect to the transmitter. Each data point for 
each digitized signal is then assigned a relative value between the maximum and minimum 
values for the entire data set. This is done in order to assign a color, or gray scale value, to 
each data point. Each point is then plotted as a pixel on a grid for its corresponding time of 
flight, the x-axis, and the transmitter orientation, they-axis. The result is a simultaneous, 
graphical comparison of all of the received signals and how they change as the transmitter 
and receiver are rotated. 
Currently available equipment does not allow an automated polar scan to obtain the 
necessary data; therefore, the computer code in Appendix B was modified to facilitate the 
investigation of the concept by conducting simulations. The revised code simulates a polar 
scan from 0° to 360° in 1° increments using the reference signals from Fig. 6.5, scales the 
amplitudes to values between 0 and 255, and writes the data to a binary file that can be 
subsequently displayed utilizing an image processing package. Figure 10.3 displays and 
explains a typical result which should be referenced when viewing the simulated scan results 
since the axes and legends were omitted due to their redundancy. Laminate sequences 
compared in the simulation are the same as those studied using the null test in Chapter 7. 
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360° Max 
270° 
Transmitter 
180° Orientation 
90° 
00 Min 
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
Time of flight, ~ts 
Figure 10.3: Typical simulated laminate fingerprint. 
Results of the fingerprinting simulation are displayed in Fig. 10.4 through Fig. 1 0.9. 
The simulation was run three times for each laminate with the receiver's polarization oriented 
at 0°, 45°, and 90° with respect to the transmitter's polarization. Comparing Fig. 10.4a-c with 
Fig. 1 0.5a-c and Fig. 1 0.6a-c with Fig. 10. 7a-c demonstrates the ability to detect a single 
misoriented ply in a laminate of 24 plies using the fingerprinting method. Comparing 
Fig. 1 0.8c with Fig. 1 0.9c demonstrates the fingerprinting method's ability to distinguish 
between a symmetric and a non-symmetric laminate with the same base sequence. As 
expected, the most distinguishable differences occur when the transmitter and receiver are 
crossed, i. e., oriented at 90° with respect to each other. A somewhat unexpected result is 
that, by comparing the finger-prints in Fig. 1 0.4a and Fig. 1 0.6a (bands run vertically straight) 
with those in Fig. 1 0.5a and Fig. 1 0.7a (bands possess a waviness), respectively, one can 
Figure 10.4: Simulated fingerprints for 
Sample # I 
[(0/45/90/-45)3]s. 
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Figure I 0.5: Simulated fmgerprints for 
Sample #2 
[(0/45/90/-45)3]s w/ lih at 45°. 
Figure 10.6: Simulated fingerprints for 
Sample #4 
[(0/90/45/-45)J]s. 
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Figure 10.7: Simulated fmgerprints for 
Sample #5 
[(0/90/45/-45)3]s w/ 12th at 45°. 
Figure 10.8: Simulated fingerprints for 
Sample #1 
[(0/45/90/-45)3]s. 
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Figure 10.9: Simulated fingerprints for 
Sample #3 
[(0/45/90/-45)6h· 
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detect a difference even when the transducers are aligned and are the least sensitive. 
It can be asserted from these simulated scan results that this testing has a very high potential 
as a new and innovative method for nondestructive evaluation, especially when coupled with 
a rotating shear wave transducer for performing the null test in a pulse/echo mode, shown in 
Fig. 9.3. 
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CHAPTER 11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Model Development Summary 
A theoretical model has been developed for a ply-by-ply vector decomposition analysis 
of ultrasonic shear waves propagating through a composite laminate. The model is general 
and applies to all laminates constructed from unidirectional plies. For this model, the 
introduced shear wave is viewed as a vector with a time varying magnitude oriented in the 
same direction as the polarization of the transmitter. The shear wave is decomposed into 
discrete components as it propagates through each ply of the laminate. Each component 
possesses a certain time shift, a result of the different shear wave propagation velocities for 
the two orthogonal directions, which is indexed with the component. 
To implement the theoretical decomposition model for this study, it was necessary to 
make some assumptions and place certain constraints on the laminates to be tested. 
Assumptions included neglecting interface and beam spreading losses, neglecting changes in 
the properties of the shear couplant, and neglecting the order of polarization for the discrete 
components. The plies were constrained to be of the same unidirectional material for the 
laminates. This allowed the assumption that the physical properties did not vary from ply to 
ply. With the above assumptions made, the creative concept of utilizing a set of reference 
signals was developed. 
The reference signal set is the key to the implementation of the reduced model. This set 
simplifies the computation of a synthesized received signal to a practical and efficient level. 
To synthesize a received signal using the reference signals, each discrete component is 
grouped and summed with the other discrete components which were polarized parallel to the 
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fibers in the same number of plies. These summed quantities are then used as scaling factors 
for the reference signals. Once each reference signal in the set is scaled, they are all 
combined to form a synthesized signal. Utilizing the reference signal set concept was 
simplified in the implementation by the use of a computer program which uses arrays to 
process running sums of the discrete components on a ply-by-ply basis. 
Discussion of Simulated and Experimental Results 
The implementation of the reduced ply-by-ply vector decomposition model has been 
successfully utilized to semi-quantitatively model the behavior of shear waves transmitted 
through a composite laminate fabricated from unidirectional plies. Received signals were 
synthesized using the model and these signals were compared to experimentally acquired 
signals. Although there were some differences in the amplitudes of the signals, the shape of 
the synthesized and experimentally acquired signals were very similar and displayed a high 
level of agreement in their trends of change. 
Both computational and experimental results demonstrated the high sensitivity of the 
null test and the interaction of shear waves with fiber orientation in a single ply. The null test 
plots for the laminates with a misoriented ply and the non-symmetric layup were both 
obviously different from the control laminates. In the samples tested, there is a signal to 
noise ratio of 4 to 5 for the experimental results when a single ply error exists in a laminate of 
24 plies. For a single ply error in a laminate consisting of 48 plies, this signal to noise ratio 
was reduced to approximately 2 to 3. This high sensitivity is ideally suited for characterizing 
the layup sequence in a laminate and detecting realistic manufacturing errors. 
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Discussion of Future Areas of Research 
Areas of future research for using ultrasonic shear waves to characterize composite 
laminates have been presented with some brief descriptions on possible directions in which to 
proceed. Of these, the concept of fingerprinting composite laminates for quality control 
during manufacture and the use of a rotating shear transducer for testing uncured laminates 
appear to be the two most practical and beneficial to industry at this time. 
The fmgerprinting method can possibly be implemented by fabricating a control 
sample as a standard. Subsequent layups could then be tested using an automated scanning 
device which would also incorporate a signal processing routine to determine any 
discrepancies that exist between the scan of the standard and the test scan. With a rejection 
criteria set, any newly manufactured laminate which did not meet or exceed the set 
correlation thresholds would then be tagged for further testing. 
Evaluating the sensitivity of the null test in a pulse/echo mode must be completed to 
determine the applicability of the null test in this mode. If the results prove favorable, then 
the development of the rotating shear wave transducer for pulse/echo testing is almost a 
necessity if the null test is to be used in industry. In many instances, it is impractical if not 
impossible to conduct through transmission ultrasonic scans on manufactured parts. For 
example, parts which have a honeycomb core will not allow the through transmission of an 
ultrasonic wave for testing. Large parts in which it is necessary to test the layup at different 
locations on the part would require a very large fixture to keep the transducers aligned. The 
rotating shear transducer would work well in both of these cases for performing the null test 
scan. 
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Conclusions 
The presented research contains new and novel methods of modeling and implementing 
ultrasonic shear waves for nondestructive evaluation. Excellent qualitative agreement exists 
between practically all of the results when comparing the computational and experimental 
results. The model is a valuable tool for determining the effects of the fiber orientations in a 
laminate when tested using a linearly polarized shear wave in a through transmission mode. 
Both the theoretical and reduced models help to give some intuitive insight to the 
expected results for the null test. For instance, when the null test will be used for finding 
layup errors, the reduced model can be utilized to assist in the design of a component's layup 
sequence. In this case, if two or more sequences will suffice for a given part, then the layup 
sequence that the null test is most sensitive to should be used. This would incorporate the 
idea of built-in inspectability right from the design stage. 
Another instance where NDE inspectability should be incorporated right from the 
design stage is when the fingerprinting method will be used for testing. Simulations for 
different laminate layup sequences that are acceptable for the component can be executed 
along with common errors which may occur during the component's fabrication; for 
example, placing one or more plies out of sequence. For this case, the layup sequence for 
which the simulations predict the greatest fingerprint deviation from the desired layup's 
fingerprint would be selected. This would aid in avoiding similar fingerprints for both the 
designed layup sequence and one with an error and would facilitate easier detection of the 
errors. 
The interaction of shear wave polarization and fiber orientations is ideally suited for 
characterizing the layup sequences of composite laminates and for detecting realistic 
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manufacturing errors. The research presented in this thesis has demonstrated the high 
sensitivity this interaction, especially when the transducers are in a cross polarized 
configuration. In this work, experimental results were compared with those simulated using a 
model which analyzes the shear wave with a ply-by-ply approach as the wave propagates 
through the laminate. Potential applications of this new method in nondestructive evaluation 
of composite laminates for manufacturing applications were also discussed. 
t 
~ 
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APPENDIX A. LAMINATE FABRICATION PROCEEDURES 
The laminates fabricated in this study were fabricated using IM7 -8551-7 A graphite/ 
epoxy pre-preg tape, manufactured by Hercules, Inc. Laminas were cut into squares 
measuring approximately 2 %" x 2 %". Approximately half of these squares were cut such 
that the fibers ran parallel to one edge, for the 0° and 90° plies, and half were cut such that the 
fibers were oriented at 45° to one edge, for the 45° and -45° plies. A small carpenter's square 
and steel rulers were used to cut out the squares in order to obtain reasonably accurate fiber 
orientations in the laminates, estimated at ± 2°. Once the required plies were cut, they were 
laid out on the workbench in the required order for the layup sequence to be fabricated. The 
plies were laid up one at a time in a steel mold. The plies were kept square by utilizing 
square comer of the mold to position each ply as it was added to the stack, Fig. A.l, and a 
hand roller was used to consolidate the stack after to the addition of each ply. A photo of the 
mold, roller, and examples of cut plies is included in Fig. A.2. The white line in each of the 
ply examples is only to emphasize fiber orientation and is not representative of the actual 
plies used for the laminates. 
Laminates with the same number of plies and thickness were grouped into sets of four 
for curing. Each one was positioned in a comer of the 6" x 6" mold. This left a channel 
approximately ~" wide in which the excess resin could accumulate. A thermocouple was 
attached to the mold and the mold was positioned in a Wabash hot press. The curing 
procedure for the laminates was as follows: 
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Figure A.l: Laminate position in mold during fabrication. 
Figure A.2: Photo of the mold, roller, and cut plies. 
( 
~ 
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1. Set the platten temperature to 2500p and set the platten pressure to exert 25-35 psi 
on the laminates. 
2. Let the mold temperature ramp up to 250°F and then cure at 2500p for 1 hour. 
3. After the cure at 250°F is completed, raise the platten temperature to 3500p and 
increse the platten pressure to exert 100 psi on the laminates. 
4. Let the mold temperature ramp up to 3500p and then cure at 2500p for 2 hours. 
5. After the cure at 3500p is completed, turn off the press, release the pressure on the 
mold, and leave in the press until the mold temperature is below 150°F to avoid 
possible thermal shock from rapid cooling. 
6. Once the mold temperature is below 150°F, it can be removed from the press. 
Allow the mold to cool to room temperature before disassembling it and removing 
the samples. 
After being removed from the mold, the samples were then marked with their layup sequence 
and cut apart using a wet saw. 
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APPENDIX B. SIMULATION CODE LISTING 
****** PROGRAM PPPLOT ************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The following program uses the subroutine orient.f and prompts 
the user for the the laminate sequence. It then performs a ply 
by ply vector decomposition of a shear wave propogation through 
the laminate and returns the multiplication factors for the 
cross terms. These factors are then used to scale the 
corresponding reference signals calculate the peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the synthesized signal. 
Brent A. Fischer 
February 21, 1996 
VERSION 1.5 
CNDE TASK 7.1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES *********************** 
* 
* NPM 
* POM(i) 
* DTHTA(i) 
* RCONV 
* PAR (i) 
* PERP(i) 
* TPAR (i) 
* TPERP(i) 
* PTPA 
* 
* 
Number of Laminas (or packs) . * 
Array containing orientations (degrees). * 
Array containing the change in ply orientations (rad) .* 
Conversion from degrees to radians. 
Array containing the parallel components. 
Array containing the perpendicular components. 
Temparary array for PAR(i) components. 
Temparary array for PERP(i) components. 
Peak-to-Peak amplitude of the symthesized signal. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
INTEGER I,J,K,M,N,NPM,BEG,FIN,STP 
DOUBLE PRECISION POM(200),DTHTAR(201),PAR(201),PERP(201) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TPAR(201),TPERP(201),FACT(201),REFVAL(694,26) 
DOUBLE PRECISION RCONV,THTAT,THTAR,STHTA,CTHTA,PTPA,TRDIF 
COMMON /DATA/ FACT, REFVAL 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Call the subroutine to input the laminate sequence, determine 
the change in angles, and convert them from degrees to radians. 
The subroutine must also input the number of plies in the 
laminate. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
OPEN(UNIT=1100,FILE='ppplt.dat',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
CALL RSIGNAL(REFVAL) 
1 CALL ORIENT(NPM,POM) 
RCONV=ATAN(1.)/45.0 
DO 10 I=1,NPM-1 
DTHTAR(I+1)=(POM(I+1)-POM(I))*RCONV 
10 CONTINUE 
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************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
Prompt user for limits of the computation. 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
2 PRINT *, 'Enter starting angle of the transmitter.' 
READ *, BEG 
PRINT *, 'Enter final angle of the transmitter.' 
READ *, FIN 
PRINT *, 'Enter increments in degrees for transmitter steps.' 
READ *, STP 
PRINT *, 'Enter orientation of receiver wrt transmitter(ccw+).' 
READ *, TRDIF 
DO 70 N=BEG,FIN,STP 
THTAT=DBLE(N) 
THTAR=THTAT+TRDIF 
DTHTAR(1)=(THTAT-POM(1))*RCONV 
DTHTAR(NPM+1)={THTAR-POM(NPM))*RCONV 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Initialize all the array components which will be used to zero. 
The number of components used is number of plies plus one. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
DO 20 I=1,NPM+1 
PAR(I)=O.ODO 
PERP(I)=O.ODO 
TPAR(I)=O.ODO 
TPERP(I)=O.ODO 
FACT(I)=O.ODO 
20 CONTINUE 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Initialize the first term in both the parallel and perpendicular * 
signal arrays with the vector decomposition from the transmitter * 
to the first ply orientation. * 
* 
************************************************************************ 
PAR(1)=COS(DTHTAR(1)) 
PERP(1)=SIN(DTHTAR(1)) 
************************************************************************ 
* * 
* Continue to decompose the vector through the remaining plies * 
* using rules developed for the vector decomposition model: * 
* 1. Para signal multiplied by cosign remains para. * 
* 2. Perp signal multiplied by cosign remains perp. * 
* 3. Para signal multiplied by neg sign changes to perp. * 
* 4. Perp signal multiplied by sign changes to para. * 
* * 
************************************************************************ 
DO 30 I=1,NPM-1 
CTHTA=COS(DTHTAR(I+1)) 
40 
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STHTA=SIN(DTHTAR(I+1)) 
DO 40 J=I,1,-1 
TPAR(J+1)=TPAR(J+1)+CTHTA*PAR(J) 
TPERP(J+1)=TPERP(J+1)+CTHTA*PERP(J) 
TPAR(I-J+1)=TPAR(I-J+1)+STHTA*PERP(J) 
TPERP(I-J+1)=TPERP(I-J+1)-STHTA*PAR(J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 K=1,I+1 
PAR(K}=TPAR(K) 
PERP(K)=TPERP(K) 
TPAR(K)=O.ODO 
TPERP(K)=O.ODO 
50 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Decompose the signals from the final ply to the orientation of 
the reciever. Store the results in array FACT(i}. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
CTHTA=COS(DTHTAR(NPM+1)) 
STHTA=SIN(DTHTAR(NPM+1)) 
FACT(1)=CTHTA*PAR(NPM) 
FACT(NPM+1)=STHTA*PERP(NPM) 
DO 60 I=2,NPM 
FACT(I)=CTHTA*PAR(NPM-I+1)+STHTA*(PERP(I-1)) 
60 CONTINUE 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
Prompt program to determine peak-to-peak amplitude. 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
CALL SIGSYNTH(PTPA) 
PRINT '(2F10.2,E16.5) ', THTAT,THTAR,PTPA 
WRITE (1100,' (F10.2,E20.8} ') THTAT,PTPA 
70 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(1100) 
WRITE(6,*) 'DATA WRITTEN TO: ppampl.dat' 
PRINT *,'WOULD YOU LIKE TO:' 
PRINT *,' 1. ENTER A NEW LAYUP SEQUENCE?' 
PRINT *,' 2. ENTER A NEW T and R ARRANGEMENT?' 
PRINT *,' 3. EXIT PROGRAM?' 
READ *I M 
IF (M.EQ.1) GOTO 1 
IF (M.EQ.2) GOTO 2 
END 
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****** SUBROUTINE ORIENT *********************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The following subroutine prompts the user for the number of 
plies (packs) and their orientation in a composite laminate. 
It then arranges the orientations into an array called PO(i) 
and confirms them on the display. The user can then edit a 
single ply's orientation or the entire laminate code. 
Brent A. Fischer 
MAY 15, 1995 
VERSION 1.1 
CNDE TASK 7.1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES *********************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
NP 
PO 
Number of Laminas (or packs). 
Array containing orientations. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
SUBROUTINE ORIENT(NP,PO) 
INTEGER I,J,NP,PNUM,X 
DOUBLE PRECISION P0(200),PLYOR 
CHARACTER ANS*1 
5 PRINT*, 'ENTER THE LAMINATE CODE IN THE FOLLOWING FORM:' 
PRINT*, 'WHERE [(A;a/B;b/C;c/etc)X]y IS DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:' 
PRINT *, '* A,B,C, ARE THE ORIENTATIONS' 
PRINT *, '* a,b,c, ARE THE NUMBER OF PLIES, read as subscripts' 
PRINT *, '* X IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES DUPLICATED' 
PRINT *, '* y ENTER s FOR SYMMETRIC OR t FOR TOTAL' 
NP=O 
PRINT * 
PRINT*, 'PROGRAM WILL PROMT YOU FOR ENTERING A;a,B;b,C;c, ... ' 
PRINT*, 'EACH IN SUCCESSION (DO NOT ENTER ALL AT ONCE).' 
PRINT * 
15 PRINT *,'ENTER PLY ORIENTATION AND NUMBER OF PLIES.' 
READ *, PLYOR,PNUM 
DO 20 J=1,PNUM 
PO(NP+J)=PLYOR 
20 CONTINUE 
NP=NP+PNUM 
PRINT*, 'ENTER ANOTHER PLY ORIENTATION (Y or N)?<Y>' 
READ I (A1) I ' ANS 
IF (ANS.EQ. 'N' .OR. ANS.EQ. 'n') GOTO 25 
GOTO 15 
25 PRINT *,'HOW MANY TIMES IS THE SEQUENCE DUPLICATED?' 
READ *, X 
IF (X.EQ.1) GOTO 45 
X=X-1 
DO 30 J=1, X 
DO 40 K=1,NP 
PO(NP*J+K)=PO(K) 
40 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
NP=NP*(X+1) 
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45 PRINT*, 'IS THIS A SYMMETRIC OR TOTAL LAYUP (S or T)?<S>' 
READ '(Al) 'I ANS 
IF (ANS.EQ. 'T' .OR. ANS.EQ.'t') GOTO 35 
DO 50 I=l,NP 
P0(2*NP-I+l)=PO(I) 
50 CONTINUE 
NP=2*NP 
35 PRINT * 
DO 60 I=l,NP 
PRINT '(A8,I4,A2l,F8.2) ', 'PLY#: ',I, 'PLY ORIENTATION: ',PO(!) 
60 CONTINUE 
PRINT * 
PRINT *,'WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE THE LAMINATE CODE (Y or N)?<N>' 
READ ' (Al ) ' I AN s 
IF (ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS.EQ. 'y') GOTO 5 
PRINT*, 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE A SINGLE PLY (Y or N)?<N>' 
READ ' (Al ) ' I AN s 
IF (ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS.EQ. 'y') THEN 
55 PRINT * 1 'CHANGE WHICH PLY?' 
READ *, J 
PRINT *,'TO WHAT ORIENTATION?' 
READ *, PLYOR 
PO(J)=PLYOR 
PRINT * 
PRINT * 1 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE ANOTHER PLY?<N>' 
READ ' (Al) ' I ANS 
IF (ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS.EQ. 'y') GOTO 55 
PRINT * 
GOTO 35 
ENDIF 
END 
****** SUBROUTINE SIGSYNTH ********************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The following subroutine uses the multiplication vector computed * 
in vdecomp.f to determine the synthesized wave form. The peak * 
to peak amplitude then is calculated. * 
Brent A. Fischer 
June 21 1 1995 
VERSION 1.6 
CNDE TASK 7.1 
NOTE: This is a modified version of sigsynth to be used for the 
peak-to-peak calculations. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES *********************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
FACT(i) =Array containing the multiplication factors. 
REFVAL(X 1 Y) =Array containing the reference signals. 
SIGVAL(X) = Array containing the synthesized signal. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
SUBROUTINE SIGSYNTH(PTPA) 
INTEGER I,J 
DOUBLE PRECISION FACT(201) 1 REFVAL(694 1 26) 1 SIGVAL(694) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TERM,MIN,MAX,PTPA 
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COMMON /DATA/ FACT, REFVAL 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Compute the synthesized signal wave form and store in SIGVAL(x). * 
* 
************************************************************************ 
DO 20 I=1,694 
TERM=ODO 
DO 30 J=1,25 
TERM=TERM+FACT(J)*REFVAL(I,J+1) 
30 CONTINUE 
SIGVAL(I)=TERM 
20 CONTINUE 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
Compute Peak-to-Peak Amplitude of the synthesized signal. 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
MIN=ODO 
MAX=ODO 
DO 50 I=1,694 
TERM=SIGVAL(I) 
IF(TERM.LT.MIN) MIN=TERM 
IF(TERM.GT.MAX) MAX=TERM 
50 CONTINUE 
PTPA=MAX-MIN 
END 
****** SUBROUTINE RSIGNAL ********************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The following subroutine reads the reference signals into the 
REFVAL array. 
Brent A. Fischer 
Feb. 16, 1996 
VERSION 1.1 
CNDE TASK 7.1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES *********************** 
* 
* 
* 
REFVAL(X,Y) =Array containing the reference signals. * * 
* 
************************************************************************ 
SUBROUTINE RSIGNAL(REFVAL) 
INTEGER I 
REAL VAL 
DOUBLE PRECISION REFVAL(694,26) 
OPEN(UNIT=1025,FILE='tof.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1024,FILE='R0 24.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1023,FILE='R0-23.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1022,FILE='R0-22.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1021,FILE='R0=21.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
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OPEN(UNIT=1020,FILE='RO 20.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1019,FILE='R0-19.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1018,FILE='R0-18.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1017,FILE='R0-17.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1016,FILE='R0-16.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1015,FILE='R0-15.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1014,FILE='R0-14.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=l013,FILE='R0-13.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1012,FILE='R0-12.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=lOll,FILE='RO-ll.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=lOlO,FILE='RO-lO.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=l009,FILE='R0-09.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1008,FILE='R0-08.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1007,FILE='R0-07.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=l006,FILE='R0-06.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1005,FILE='R0-05.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1004,FILE='R0-04.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1003,FILE='R0-03.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=1002,FILE='R0-02.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=lOOl,FILE='RO-Ol.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=lOOO,FILE='RO=OO.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
Read reference signal values into array REFVAL(x,y). * * 
* 
************************************************************************ 
DO 10 I=1,694 
READ(1025,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,l)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1024,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,2)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1023,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,3)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(l022,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,4)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1021,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,S)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1020,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,6)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1019,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,7)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1018,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,B)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1017,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,9)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1016,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,lO)=DBLE(VAL} 
READ(1015,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,ll)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(l014,*} VAL 
REFVAL(I,12}=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1013,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,13)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1012,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,14)=DBLE(VAL} 
READ(lOll,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,lS)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1010,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,16)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1009,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,17)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1008,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,18)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1007,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,19}=DBLE(VAL} 
READ(1006,*} VAL 
REFVAL(I,20}=DBLE(VAL} 
READ(1005,*} VAL 
REFVAL(I,21)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1004,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,22)=DBLE(VAL} 
READ(1003,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,23)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1002,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,24)=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1001,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,25}=DBLE(VAL) 
READ(1000,*) VAL 
REFVAL(I,26)=DBLE(VAL) 
10 CONTINUE 
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************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Close the files containing the reference signals for the 24 ply 
samples. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************************************ 
CLOSE(1025) 
CLOSE(1000) 
CLOSE ( 1001) 
CLOSE(1002) 
CLOSE ( 1003) 
CLOSE(1004) 
CLOSE(1005) 
CLOSE(1006) 
CLOSE(1007) 
CLOSE(1008) 
CLOSE(1009) 
CLOSE(1010) 
CLOSE(1011) 
CLOSE(1012) 
CLOSE(1013) 
CLOSE(1014) 
CLOSE ( 1015) 
CLOSE(1016) 
CLOSE(1017) 
CLOSE(1018) 
CLOSE(1019) 
CLOSE(1020) 
CLOSE(1021) 
CLOSE(1022) 
CLOSE(1023) 
CLOSE ( 1024) 
END 
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